NOTE: THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER HAS BEEN UPDATED THROUGHOUT THE RE-A SECTION AS FOLLOWS:
- NEW RU MEMBERS RECORDED AT RE08, RE45, RE49, RE52, AND RE55 HAVE BEEN ADDED
- DU MEMBERS SELECTED AT RE06, RE44, RE48, RE51, AND RE54 HAVE BEEN ADDED
- RU MEMBERS WHO MEET ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS HAVE BEEN REMOVED:
  - PERSONS IN STUDENT RUs IDENTIFIED AS FULL-TIME MILITARY (RE14 CODED ‘1’ (YES))
  OR
  - INCORRECTLY LISTED IN RU DURING {NHIS/PREVIOUS INTERVIEW} (RE21_02 CODED ‘3’)
  OR
  - LEFT THE RU BEFORE 01/01/1998 FOR ANY REASON OTHER THAN STUDENT LIVING AWAY AT SCHOOL IN GRADES 1-12 (DATE AT RE41)
  OR
  - FLAGGED AS ‘NON-MILITARY MOVER IN U.S.’
  OR
  - FLAGGED AS ‘NEW STUDENT’
  OR
  - FLAGGED AS ‘FULL-TIME MILITARY IN U.S. AND NOT ON MILITARY FACILITY’
  OR
  - ADDED TO THE RU AT RE54 OR RE55 AND FLAGGED AS ‘SAMPLEABLE AT NHIS’ AT RE56A

REFERENCES IN THE RE-B SUBSECTION TO RU MEMBERS OR TO THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER POINT TO THE CURRENT STATUS OF THAT ROSTER, INCLUDING THE ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS, IF ANY, THAT OCCURRED IN RE-A.

IF STUDENT RU AND RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER IS EMPTY,
GO TO BOX_44

IF STUDENT RU AND RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER IS NOT EMPTY,
GO TO BOX_37

IF STANDARD OR NEW RU
AND
RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER IS EMPTY
AND
NO PERSON WHO WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THIS INTERVIEW IS FLAGGED AS ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
- 'NEW STUDENT’
  OR
- 'NON-MILITARY MOVER IN U.S.’
  OR
- 'FULL-TIME MILITARY IN U.S. AND NOT ON MILITARY FACILITY’,
GO TO BOX_44

IF STANDARD OR NEW RU
  AND
  RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER IS EMPTY
  AND
  AT LEAST ONE PERSON WHO WAS AN ORIGINAL RU MEMBER (THAT IS, ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER AT THE TIME OF NHIS) WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THIS INTERVIEW AND FLAGGED AS A 'NEW STUDENT’, GO TO LOOP_09

IF STANDARD OR NEW RU
  AND
  RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER IS EMPTY
  AND
  AT LEAST ONE PERSON WHO WAS ADDED TO THE RU DURING THIS INTERVIEW AT RE54 OR RE55 WAS SUBSEQUENTLY REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER AND IS FLAGGED AS A 'NEW STUDENT’,
  GO TO LOOP_13

IF STANDARD OR NEW RU
  AND
  RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER IS EMPTY
  AND
  NO ONE WHO WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THIS INTERVIEW IS FLAGGED AS A ‘NEW STUDENT’,
  AND
  AT LEAST ONE PERSON WHO WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THIS INTERVIEW IS FLAGGED AS EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING:
   - ‘NON-MILITARY MOVER IN U.S.’
   OR
   - ‘FULL-TIME MILITARY IN U.S. AND NOT ON MILITARY FACILITY’,
  GO TO RE85A

IF STANDARD OR NEW SINGLE-PERSON RU
  AND
  NO ONE WHO WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THIS INTERVIEW IS FLAGGED AS A ‘NEW STUDENT’,
  GO TO BOX_29
### RE76

**ASK RELATIONSHIP FOR EACH BLANK FIELD.**

What {is/was} the EXACT relationship of {ROW PERSON'S NAME} to {COLUMN PERSON'S NAME}? We have recorded that {ROW PERSON'S NAME} {is/was} {COLUMN PERSON'S RELATIONSHIP}.

To move cursor, use arrow keys. To leave, press ESC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROSTER. DU</th>
<th>RE76_01. DU</th>
<th>RE76_02. DU</th>
<th>RE76_03. DU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEMBER NAME</td>
<td>MEMBER 1</td>
<td>MEMBER 2</td>
<td>MEMBER 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. First</td>
<td>[Enter]</td>
<td>[Enter]</td>
<td>[Enter]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name-15</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. First</td>
<td>[Enter]</td>
<td>[Enter]</td>
<td>[Enter]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name-15</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. First</td>
<td>[Enter]</td>
<td>[Enter]</td>
<td>[Enter]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name-15</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Selection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 = MOTHER                        5 = DAUGHTER/ADOPTED DAUGHTER
2 = FATHER                        6 = SON/ADOPTED SON
3 = SISTER/STEP-/HALF-            7 = WIFE/SPOUSE
4 = BROTHER/STEP-/HALF-           8 = HUSBAND/SPOUSE

Press F1 for complete list of relationship codes.

---

**REFUSED AND DON'T KNOW ALLOWED.**

---

**ROSTER DEFINITION: THIS ITEM USES THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER TO DISPLAY ALL DU MEMBERS WHO MEET EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:**

- PERSON IS A MEMBER OF THE RU FOR THIS CASE
- PERSON WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THIS INTERVIEW AND IS FLAGGED AS A 'NEW STUDENT'
EITHER OR BOTH PERSONS ARE DECEASED. FOR '{COLUMN | PERSON’S RELATIONSHIP}', DISPLAY ‘UNKNOWN’ IF RELATIONSHIP CODED ‘-7’ (REF) OR ‘-8’ (DK). OTHERWISE, DISPLAY TEXT FOR CODE.

MATRIX BEHAVIOR SPECIFICATIONS:
1. ALLOW HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL SCROLLING TO COLLECT RELATIONSHIPS AMONG ALL PERSONS IN THE MATRIX.
2. THE COLUMN HEADINGS 'DU MEMBER 1', 'DU MEMBER 2' AND 'DU MEMBER 3' ARE FILLED WITH THE NAMES OF DU MEMBERS IN THE ORDER PRESENTED IN THE ROSTER.
3. DISPLAY RELATIONSHIPS THAT WERE CODED IN PREVIOUS ROUND AND ARE STILL APPLICABLE.
4. DISPLAY BLANK FIELDS FOR RELATIONSHIPS NOT YET COLLECTED OR WHERE RELATIONSHIP WAS CODED ‘-7’ (REF) OR ‘-8’ (DK) IN PREVIOUS ROUND.
5. PLACE CURSOR ON FIRST BLANK FIELD. AFTER ENTRY, MOVE CURSOR TO NEXT BLANK CELL ON THAT ROW.
6. ALLOW INTERVIEWERS TO USE ALL ARROW KEYS TO MOVE CURSOR AMONG ROWS AND COLUMNS.
7. INTERVIEWERS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO ADD NEW PERSONS.
8. INTERVIEWERS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO DELETE ANY PERSON(S).
9. INTERVIEWERS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO EDIT NAMES OF ANY PERSON ON MATRIX.

EDITS: IF CODE 1 (MOTHER) OR CODE 2 (FATHER) WITH CODES 5 OR 6 (CHILDREN) WHERE THE AGE OF THE PERSON ASSOCIATED WITH CODE 1/2 IS < 12 OR > 55 YEARS FROM THE AGE ASSOCIATED WITH CODE 5/6, DISPLAY THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE: ‘UNLIKELY RESPONSE DUE TO AGE.’

IF CODES 1 OR 2 OR 7 OR 8 IS USED MORE THAN ONCE, DISPLAY THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE: ‘UNLIKELY RESPONSE – CODE ALREADY USED.’

IF ANY RELATIONSHIP IS CODED '99' (NOT RELATED), CONTINUE WITH RE77

OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX_29

RE77
====

REVIEW RELATIONSHIPS BELOW. USE CODES 28-33 IF MORE DESCRIPTIVE.
28 = FEMALE PARTNER 32 = PARTNER’S DAUGHTER
29 = MALE PARTNER 33 = PARTNER’S SON
30 = MOTHER’S PARTNER 91 = OTHER RELATED, SPECIFY
31 = FATHER’S PARTNER
USE OTHER RELATIONSHIP CODES IF APPROPRIATE.
TO MOVE CURSOR, USE ARROW KEYS. TO LEAVE, PRESS ESC.

ROSTER RE77_01. DU RE77_02. DU RE77_03.
UNRELATED MEMBER 1 MEMBER 2 SPECIFICATION

1. First [Enter] [Enter] [Enter Other Name-15 Selection] Selection Specify
2. First [Enter] [Enter] [Enter Other Name-15 Selection] Selection Specify
3. First [Enter] [Enter] [Enter Other Name-15 Selection] Selection Specify

PRESS F1 FOR COMPLETE LIST OF RELATIONSHIP CODES.

REFUSED AND DON’T KNOW ALLOWED.

ROSTER DEFINITION: THIS ITEM DISPLAYS ALL PERSONS IN THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEET THE FOLLOWING CONDITION:
- PERSON IS CODED ‘99’ (NOT RELATED) AT RE76 IN AT LEAST ONE CELL IN ROW WITH PERSON’S NAME

MATRIX BEHAVIOR SPECIFICATIONS:

1. ALLOW HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL SCROLLING TO COLLECT RELATIONSHIPS AMONG ALL MEMBERS IN THE MATRIX.
2. THE FIRST COLUMN DISPLAYS THE NAMES OF ROW PERSONS CODED ‘99’ (NOT RELATED) AT RE76 FOR AT LEAST ONE RELATIONSHIP. THE COLUMN HEADINGS ‘DU MEMBER 1’, ‘DU MEMBER 2’, ETC. ARE FILLED WITH THE NAMES OF THE DU MEMBERS.
3. DISPLAY RELATIONSHIPS THAT WERE CODED IN RE76.
4. ALLOW INTERVIEWERS TO USE ALL ARROW KEYS TO MOVE CURSOR AMONG ROWS AND COLUMNS.
5. INTERVIEWERS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO ADD NEW PERSONS.
6. INTERVIEWERS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO DELETE ANY PERSON(S).
7. INTERVIEWERS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO EDIT NAMES OF ANY PERSON ON MATRIX.

IF AT LEAST ONE RU MEMBER OR ‘NEW STUDENT’ MEETS THE FOLLOWING CONDITION:
- CODED ‘99’ (NOT RELATED) FOR RELATIONSHIP WITH REFERENCE PERSON AT RE77, CONTINUE WITH RE78

OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX_29
At this time, we are only collecting information about the people in this family. Therefore, that is all the information we will need about the non-related people who live here. We will **not** collect any additional information about (READ NAMES BELOW).

TO SCROLL, USE ARROW KEYS. TO LEAVE, PRESS ESC.

1. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65
2. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65
3. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65

---

**ROSTER DEFINITION:** THIS ITEM DISPLAYS ALL PERSONS IN THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEET BOTH OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- An RU Member or ‘NEW STUDENT’ displayed at RE76
- Not related to Reference Person (relationship to Reference Person coded ‘99’ at RE77)

---

**REMOVE ALL RU MEMBERS DISPLAYED AT RE78 FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER AND FLAG SUCH PERSONS AS REMOVED FROM THE ROSTER AT RE78.** (NOTE THAT ‘NEW STUDENTS’ HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER EARLIER IN THE RE SECTION.)

---

**IF PERSON DISPLAYED AT RE78 MEETS BOTH OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:**
- Added to the RU during this interview
- Flagged as a ‘NEW STUDENT’, turn off the ‘NEW STUDENT’ flag. Person is not related to Reference Person and, therefore, does not meet the requirements for a ‘NEW STUDENT’ associated with this RU. Person is not key and is out of scope for this study. No information will be collected for person.
IF ROUND 1 AND AT LEAST ONE PERSON ON THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER MEETS EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING SETS OF CONDITIONS:

PERSON IS:
- CURRENTLY ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER AND
- AGE 17 - 23, INCLUSIVE, AT THE TIME OF NHIS AND
- AN ORIGINAL RU OR DU MEMBER (THAT IS, ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER OR THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER AT THE START OF THIS ROUND)
AND
- PERSON’S KEYNESS HAS NOT YET BEEN DETERMINED DURING THIS INTERVIEW OR IN A PREVIOUS INTERVIEW WITHIN THIS ROUND

OR PERSON IS:
- FLAGGED AS A ‘NEW STUDENT’ AND
- AN ORIGINAL RU MEMBER (THAT IS, ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER AT THE START OF THIS ROUND),

CONTINUE WITH LOOP_09

OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX_30A

LOOP DEFINITION: LOOP_09 COLLECTS INFORMATION TO IDENTIFY THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF STUDENTS:
- STUDENTS SAMPLED BY NHIS APART FROM THEIR PARENTS
AND
- STUDENTS WHO ARE LIVING ‘PERMANENTLY’ APART FROM THEIR PARENTS AND WHO DO NOT RECEIVE HEALTH CARE BENEFITS THROUGH THE CURRENT RU

THIS LOOP CYCLES ON PERSONS ON THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEET EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING SETS OF CONDITIONS:

PERSON IS:
- CURRENTLY ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER AND
- AGE 17 - 23, INCLUSIVE, AT THE TIME OF NHIS AND
AN ORIGINAL RU OR DU MEMBER (THAT IS, ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER OR THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER AT THE START OF THIS ROUND) AND

PERSON'S KEYNESS HAS NOT YET BEEN DETERMINED DURING THIS INTERVIEW OR IN A PREVIOUS INTERVIEW WITHIN THIS ROUND

OR PERSON IS:

FLAGGED AS A 'NEW STUDENT'

AND

AN ORIGINAL RU MEMBER (THAT IS, ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER AT THE START OF THIS ROUND).

---

RE79
====

{PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE LAST NAME}
At the time of the National Health Interview Survey in (MONTH, DAY, YEAR OF NHIS INTERVIEW) (were/was) (PERSON) attending school?

YES ........................................ 1
NO ......................................... 2 {END_LP09}
REF ........................................ -7 {END_LP09}
DK .......................................... -8 {END_LP09}

REF ...................................... -7 {END_LP09}
DK ................................. -8 {END_LP09}

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF ANSWER CATEGORIES.

---

RE80
====

{PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE LAST NAME}
(Were/Was) (PERSON) attending ...

grades 1-12, ..................................1 {END_LP09}
a college or university, or ............2
some other training school after high school? .......................3
REF ........................................ -7 {END_LP09}
DK .......................................... -8 {END_LP09}

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF ANSWER CATEGORIES.

---

IF CODED '2' (COLLEGE) OR '3' (OTHER TRAINING SCHOOL) AND

PERSON WAS NOT CODED 'NEVER MARRIED' AT NHIS INTERVIEW,

GO TO END_LP09

---

IF CODED '2' (COLLEGE) OR '3' (OTHER TRAINING SCHOOL) AND

PERSON WAS CODED 'NEVER MARRIED' AT NHIS INTERVIEW,

CONTINUE WITH RE80A

---

RE80A
====
At the time of the National Health Interview Survey in {MONTH, DAY, YEAR OF NHIS INTERVIEW} were either of (PERSON)'s parents living in this household?

YES .................................... 1
NO ..................................... 2
REF .................................. -7
DK ..................................... -8

RE81
====

(Do/Does) (PERSON) have parents who live somewhere else?

YES .................................... 1
NO ..................................... 2
REF .................................. -7
DK ..................................... -8

BOX_29A
======
OMITTED.

RE82
====

Is this (PERSON)'s usual year-round place of residence or is this (PERSON)'s place of residence only during the school year?

USUAL YEAR-ROUND PLACE OF RESIDENCE .... 1
RESIDENCE ONLY DURING SCHOOL YEAR .... 2
SOME OTHER ARRANGEMENT ................ 91
REF .................................. -7
DK ..................................... -8

[Code One]
PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF ANSWER CATEGORIES.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| IF RE82 CODED '2' (RESIDENCE ONLY DURING SCHOOL YEAR) AND PERSON IS FLAGGED AS A 'NEW STUDENT', TURN OFF THE 'NEW STUDENT' FLAG. PERSON DOES NOT MEET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A 'NEW STUDENT' ASSOCIATED WITH THIS RU. PERSON IS NOT KEY AND IS OUT OF SCOPE FOR THIS STUDY. NO INFORMATION WILL BE COLLECTED FOR PERSON. |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BOX_29B
======
OMITTED.

RE83
====

Does someone in this household have primary responsibility for (PERSON)'s health and health care?

YES .................................... 1
NO ..................................... 2
REF ................................... -7
DK .................................... -8
PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITION OF PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY.

| IF RE83 CODED '2' (NO), '7' (DON'T KNOW), OR '-8' (REFUSED) |
| AND |
| PERSON IS FLAGGED AS 'NEW STUDENT', |
| TURN OFF THE 'NEW STUDENT' FLAG. PERSON DOES NOT |
| MEET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A 'NEW STUDENT' |
| ASSOCIATED WITH THIS RU. PERSON IS NOT KEY AND |
| IS OUT OF SCOPE FOR THIS STUDY. NO INFORMATION |
| WILL BE COLLECTED FOR PERSON. |

END_LP09

-------------------

CYCLE ON NEXT PERSON IN THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER |
WHO MEETS THE CONDITIONS STATED IN THE LOOP |
DEFINITION.

IF NO MORE PERSONS MEET THE STATED CONDITIONS, |
END LOOP_09 AND CONTINUE WITH BOX_30

BOX_30

-------------------

IF AT LEAST ONE PERSON BECAME NON-KEY IN THE |
COURSE OF LOOP_09, THAT IS, IF AT LEAST ONE PERSON |
whose keyness was evaluated in LOOP_09 meets |
EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:

PERSON IS:
- AGE 17 - 23, INCLUSIVE, AND LIVES IN RU ONLY |
  DURING SCHOOL YEAR (RE82 CODED '2')
OR PERSON IS:
- AGE 17-23, INCLUSIVE, AND RU IS NOT PERSON’S |
  YEAR-ROUND RESIDENCE, AND PERSON’S HEALTH CARE |
  IS NOT THE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY OF AN RU |
  MEMBER (RE83 CODED '2', '7', OR '-8'),

CONTINUE WITH RE84

OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX_30A

RE84

At this time, we are only collecting information about persons |
who are usual year-round residents of this household and for |
whom we can collect health care information. Therefore, the |
remaining questions will **not** be asked about (READ NAMES BELOW).
ROSTER DEFINITION: This item displays all persons in the DU-Members-Roster who meet the following condition:
- Person’s keyness was evaluated in loop_09 and either of the following conditions:
  - Person lives in the RU only during the school year (RE82 coded '2')
  - RU is not person’s year-round residence and person’s health care is not the primary responsibility of another RU member (RE83 coded '2', '-7', or '-8')

If any person meets either of the following conditions:
- Person is an RU member
  AND
- Person was determined to be non-key in the course of loop_09 (that is, person was displayed at RE84)
Remove person from the RU-Members-Roster and flag person as removed from RU-Members-Roster at RE84.

No further information will be collected for such persons or for the ‘new students’ who had the ‘new student’ flag turned off during the course of loop_09. These persons are non-key and out-of-scope (ineligible for rest of survey).

BOX_30A

-------------------------------
| DETERMINE THE KEYNESS AND ELIGIBILITY OF ALL PERSONS ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER. |
| THE DETERMINATION OF KEYNESS AND ELIGIBILITY IS BASED ON DEFINED CRITERIA AND IS DETERMINED IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER: |
| 1. DETERMINE THE KEYNESS OF PERSONS WHO ARE NOT NEWBORN |
| 2. DETERMINE THE KEYNESS OF PERSONS WHO ARE NEWBORN |
| 3. DETERMINE THE ELIGIBILITY OF ALL PERSONS ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER |
| KEYNESS AND ELIGIBILITY FOR PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER IS DETERMINED ELSEWHERE IN THE REENUMERATION (RE) SECTION OF THE INSTRUMENT. |
-------------------------------
DELETE ANY RU MEMBERS WHO ARE DETERMINED TO BE INELIGIBLE FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER.

IF THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER IS NOT EMPTY (THAT IS, IF AT LEAST ONE RU MEMBER REMAINS ELIGIBLE FOR THE SURVEY IN THE CURRENT ROUND, CONTINUE WITH RE85.

IF THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER IS EMPTY (THAT IS NO RU MEMBER REMAINS ELIGIBLE FOR THE SURVEY IN THE CURRENT ROUND), GO TO RE85A.

RE85
====

THESE ARE NOW THE MEMBERS OF THE RU WHO WILL BE INCLUDED IN THIS INTERVIEW.
TO SCROLL, USE ARROW KEYS. TO LEAVE, PRESS ESC.
(FULL NAME OF REFERENCE PERSON...)'S FAMILY:
[1. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65] [2. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65] [3. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]

ROSTER DEFINITION: THIS ITEM DISPLAYS ALL PERSONS IN THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER (THAT IS, ALL PERSONS WHO ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THE SURVEY IN THE CURRENT ROUND.

GO TO BOX_34

RE85A
====

INTERVIEWER: THERE ARE NO ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS REMAINING IN THIS RU. PLEASE REPORT THIS SITUATION TO YOUR SUPERVISOR.
PRESS ENTER TO END THE INTERVIEW.

RE85B
====

INTERVIEWER: DID YOU COMPLETE THIS INTERVIEW IN-PERSON OR BY TELEPHONE? (YOU MUST HAVE SUPERVISOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO INTERVIEWING BY TELEPHONE.)
IN-PERSON ......................... 1
TELEPHONE ......................... 2
(Code One)

IF AT LEAST ONE PERSON REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THIS INTERVIEW IS FLAGGED AS A ‘NEW STUDENT’, GO TO BOX_37.

IF NO PERSON WHO WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THIS INTERVIEW IS FLAGGED AS A ‘NEW STUDENT’, GO TO BOX_37A.
ROSTER DURING THIS INTERVIEW IS FLAGGED AS A ‘NEW STUDENT’ AND AT LEAST ONE PERSON WHO WAS REMOVED FROM THE ROSTER DURING THIS INTERVIEW IS FLAGGED AS EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING:
- ‘NON-MILITARY MOVER IN U.S.’
- ‘FULL-TIME MILITARY IN U.S. AND NOT ON MILITARY FACILITY’,
GO TO RE111

OTHERWISE (NO ‘NEW STUDENT’, ‘NON-MILITARY MOVER IN U.S.’, OR ‘FULL-TIME MILITARY IN U.S. AND NOT ON MILITARY FACILITY’), GO TO BOX_44

BOX_31
=======
OMITTED.

RE86
====
OMITTED.

RE87
====
OMITTED.

LOOP_10
========
OMITTED.

RE88
====
OMITTED.

END_LP10
========
OMITTED.

BOX_32
=======
OMITTED.

RE89
====
OMITTED.

RE90
====
OMITTED.

LOOP_11
=======
OMITTED.
RE91
=====
OMITTED.

END_LP11
======
OMITTED.

BOX_33
======
OMITTED.

RE92
=====
OMITTED.

RE93
=====
OMITTED.

RE93A
=====
OMITTED.

RE93B
=====
OMITTED.

BOX_34
======

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| IF ROUND 1 |
| AND |
| AT LEAST ONE PERSON ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER |
| IS > 16 YEARS OLD AND NOT CODED 'FULL TIME ACTIVE' |
| DUTY IN THE MILITARY', |
| CONTINUE WITH RE94A |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| IF NOT ROUND 1 |
| AND |
| AT LEAST ONE PERSON ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER |
| IS > 16 YEARS OLD AND < 60 YEARS OLD, |
| GO TO LOOP_12A0 |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX_35 |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BOX_35AA
======
OMITTED.

BOX_34A
======
OMITTED.
{In addition to (READ NAMES BELOW), has/Has} anyone in the family ever served on active duty in the Armed Forces of the United States?

TO SCROLL, USE ARROW KEYS.

TO LEAVE BOX AND GO TO ENTRY FIELD, PRESS ESC.

[1. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name - 65]
[2. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name - 65]
[3. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name - 65]

YES .................................... 1
NO ..................................... 2

REF ................................... -7 {BOX_35}
DK .................................... -8 {BOX_35}

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITION OF FULL-TIME ACTIVE DUTY.

| IF AT LEAST ONE PERSON ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER |
| IS CODED AS ON FULL-TIME ACTIVE DUTY IN THE |
| MILITARY (RE35 CODED '6') IN ANY INTERVIEW DURING |
| THIS ROUND, DISPLAY THE INTRODUCTORY PHRASE ‘In |
| addition to ...’ AND THE SCREEN INSTRUCTIONS AND |
| ROSTER. OTHERWISE, DISPLAY ‘Has’ AND DO NOT |
| DISPLAY THE SCREEN INSTRUCTIONS AND ROSTER. |

| ROSTER DEFINITION: THIS ITEM DISPLAYS ALL |
| PERSONS IN THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEET BOTH OF |
| THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: |
| - CODED AS ON FULL-TIME ACTIVE DUTY IN THE |
| MILITARY (RE35 CODED ‘6’) IN ANY INTERVIEW |
| DURING THIS ROUND, |

Who {else} has served on active duty in the Armed Forces?

PROBE: Anyone else?

TO TURN CHECK MARK ON/OFF, USE ARROW KEYS, PRESS ENTER.

TO LEAVE, PRESS ESC.

[1. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name - 65]
[2. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name - 65]
[3. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name - 65]

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITION OF FULL-TIME ACTIVE DUTY.

| ROSTER DEFINITION: THIS ITEM DISPLAYS ALL |
| PERSONS IN THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEET BOTH OF |
| THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: |
| - AGE > 16 YEARS OLD |
| AND |
| - NOT CODED AS ON FULL-TIME ACTIVE DUTY IN THE |
| MILITARY (RE35 CODED ‘6’) IN ANY INTERVIEW |
| DURING THIS ROUND |
DISPLAY 'else' IF A ROSTER WAS DISPLAYED AT RE94.
OTHERWISE, USE NULL DISPLAY.

ROSTER BEHAVIOR SPECIFICATIONS:

1. INTERVIEWER MAY SELECT ANY NUMBER OF PERSON(S) LISTED ON THE ROSTER.
2. INTERVIEWER SHOULD NOT BE ABLE TO EDIT ANY OF THE NAMES.
3. INTERVIEWER SHOULD NOT BE ABLE TO ADD NEW PERSONS.
4. INTERVIEWER SHOULD NOT BE ABLE TO DELETE ANY PERSONS.

LOOP_12
=======

FOR EACH ELEMENT IN RU-MEMBER-ROSTER,
ASK RE96-END_LP12

LOOP DEFINITION: LOOP_12 COLLECTS INFORMATION ON WHEN PERSON SERVED IN THE ARMED FORCES AND WHETHER PERSON IS CURRENTLY ON FULL-TIME ACTIVE DUTY. THIS LOOP CYCLES ON RU MEMBERS SELECTED AT RE95.

RE96
=====

{PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME}
When did (PERSON) serve in the Armed Forces?
World War I (April 1917 - Nov. 1918) ... 1
World War II (Sept. 1940 - July 1947) ... 2
Korean War (June 1950 - Jan. 1955) ... 3
Vietnam Era (Aug. 1964 - April 1975) ... 4
Post-Vietnam (May 1975 - Present) ... 5
Other service (all other periods) ... 6
REF .................................... -7
DK .................................... -8
[Code All That Apply]

IF PERSON IS < 60 YEARS OF AGE,
CONTINUE WITH RE96A

OTHERWISE, GO TO END_LP12

RE96A
=====

{PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME}
Is (PERSON) now on full-time active duty service with the Armed Forces of the United States?
YES .................................... 1
NO .................................... 2 {END_LP12}
REF ................................... -7 {END_LP12}
DK .................................... -8 {END_LP12}
PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITION OF FULL-TIME ACTIVE DUTY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF CODED ’1’ (YES), FLAG PERSON AS ‘FULL-TIME MILITARY AND LIVING IN RU’.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

RE96B

(Person's First Middle and Last Name)
On what date did (PERSON) enter full-time active duty service in the Armed Forces?
[Enter Month, Day, Year -4] ............
REF ................................... -7
DK .................................... -8
PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITION OF FULL-TIME ACTIVE DUTY.

END_LP12

<p>| CYCLE ON NEXT PERSON IN THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER |
| THAT MEETS THE CONDITIONS STATED IN THE LOOP |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEFINITION.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<p>| IF NO MORE PERSONS MEET THE STATED CONDITIONS, |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>END LOOP_12 AND CONTINUE WITH BOX_35A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

LOOP_12A0

<p>| FOR EACH ELEMENT IN RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER, ASK |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RE96B1-END_LP12A0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<p>| LOOP DEFINITION: LOOP_12A0 COLLECTS INFORMATION |
| TO DETERMINE WHETHER PERSON IS CURRENTLY ON |
| FULL-TIME ACTIVE DUTY IN THE MILITARY. THIS LOOP |
| CYCLES ON RU MEMBERS WHO ARE &gt; 16 YEARS OLD AND |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt; 60 YEARS OLD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

RE96B1

(Person's First Middle and Last Name)
(Is/Was) (PERSON) {now} on full-time active duty service with the Armed Forces of the United States {on December 31, 1999}?
YES .................................... 1
NO .................................... 2
REF ................................... -7
DK .................................... -8
PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITION OF FULL-TIME ACTIVE DUTY.
DISPLAY 'Is' IF NOT ROUND 5. DISPLAY 'Was' IF ROUND 5.

DISPLAY 'now' IF NOT ROUND 5. OTHERWISE, USE A NULL DISPLAY.

DISPLAY 'on December 31, 1999' IF ROUND 5. OTHERWISE, USE A NULL DISPLAY.

IF CODED '1' (YES), FLAG PERSON AS 'FULL-TIME MILITARY AND LIVING IN RU'.

IF CODED '1' (YES), AND PREVIOUS ROUND STATUS NOT FULL-TIME MILITARY LIVING IN THE RU/FULL-TIME MILITARY IN U.S. AND NOT ON A MILITARY FACILITY, CONTINUE WITH RE96B2

OTHERWISE, GO TO END_LP12A0

RE96B2
======

{PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME}

On what date did (PERSON) enter full-time active duty service in the Armed Forces?

[Enter Month, Day, Year -2] ............

REF ................................... -7

DK ..................................... -8

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITION OF FULL-TIME ACTIVE DUTY.


END_LP12A0
==========

CYCLE ON NEXT PERSON IN THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER THAT MEETS THE CONDITIONS STATED IN THE LOOP DEFINITION.

IF NO MORE PERSONS MEET THE STATED CONDITIONS, END LOOP_12A0 AND CONTINUE WITH BOX_35A

BOX_35AA
========

OMITTED.
IF AT LEAST ONE RU MEMBER IS KEY AND NOT FULL-TIME MILITARY (THAT IS, KEY AND NOT FLAGGED AS EITHER: 'FULL-TIME MILITARY AND LIVING IN RU' OR 'FULL-TIME MILITARY IN U.S. AND NOT ON MILITARY FACILITY'), PERSONS FLAGGED DURING LOOP_12 OR LOOP_12A0 AS 'FULL-TIME MILITARY LIVING IN RU' ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THIS INTERVIEW.

IF AT LEAST ONE PERSON WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER AT LOOP_12 OR LOOP_12A0 AND AT LEAST ONE PERSON REMAINS ELIGIBLE FOR THE INTERVIEW (THAT IS, THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER IS NOT EMPTY), GO TO RE96E

IF THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER IS EMPTY (THAT IS, ALL REMAINING RU MEMBERS WERE REMOVED AT LOOP_12 OR LOOP_12A0), CONTINUE WITH RE96C

INTERVIEWER: THERE ARE NO ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS REMAINING IN THIS RU. PLEASE REPORT THIS SITUATION TO YOUR SUPERVISOR. PRESS ENTER TO END THE INTERVIEW.

INTERVIEWER: DID YOU COMPLETE THIS INTERVIEW IN-PERSON OR BY
TELEPHONE? (YOU MUST HAVE SUPERVISOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO INTERVIEWING BY TELEPHONE.)

IN-PERSON ............................. 1
TELEPHONE ............................. 2
(Code One)

----------------------------------------------------
|  GO TO BOX_37 |
----------------------------------------------------

RE96E
=====

At this time, we are collecting information only about some of the people in this family. Therefore, we will not collect any additional information about (READ NAMES BELOW).

TO SCROLL, USE ARROW KEYS. TO LEAVE, PRESS ESC.

[1. First Name, [Middle Name], Last Name - 65]
[2. First Name, [Middle Name], Last Name - 65]
[3. First Name, [Middle Name], Last Name - 65]

----------------------------------------------------
| ROSTER DEFINITION: THIS ITEM DISPLAYS ALL PERSONS ON THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEET THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: |
| - FLAGGED AS 'FULL-TIME MILITARY LIVING IN RU' AND |
| - REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THIS INTERVIEW |
----------------------------------------------------

BOX_35
=====

----------------------------------------------------
| IF ANY PERSONS ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER MEET THE FOLLOWING CONDITION: |
| - AGE = OR > 16, |
| CONTINUE WITH RE97 |
----------------------------------------------------

BOX_36
=====

OMITTED.

RE97
====

{(Are/Is) (PERSON) now/As of December 31, 1999, (were/was) (PERSON)) married, widowed, divorced, separated, or never married?

1 = MARRIED  2 = WIDOWED  3 = DIVORCED  4 = SEPARATED  5 = NEVER MARRIED.

TO MOVE CURSOR, USE ARROW KEYS. TO LEAVE, PRESS ESC.

ROSTER. FIRST MIDDLE LAST NAME RE97_02. MARITAL STATUS
1. First Name Middle Name Last [Enter Selection]
Name-35
2. First Name Middle Name Last [Enter Selection]
Name-35

3. First Name Middle Name Last [Enter Selection]
Name-35

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF MARITAL STATUS CODES.

|  DISPLAY ´(Are/Is) (PERSON) now´ IF NOT ROUND 5. |
|  DISPLAY ´As of December 31, 1999, (were/was) |
|  (PERSON)´ IF ROUND 5. |

|  REFUSED AND DON´T KNOW ALLOWED. |

|  ROSTER DEFINITION: THIS ITEM DISPLAYS ALL PERSONS |
|  IN THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEET THE |
|  FOLLOWING CONDITION: |
|  - AGE = OR > 16 |

|  MATRIX BEHAVIOR SPECIFICATIONS: |
|  1. ALLOW INTERVIEWER TO USE UP AND DOWN ARROW |
|  KEYS TO MOVE CURSOR AMONG ROWS. |
|  2. RU MEMBERS COLUMN IS PROTECTED. CURSOR WILL |
|  NOT ENTER THIS COLUMN, SO NO CHANGES ARE |
|  ALLOWED TO RU MEMBERS AT THIS SCREEN. |

|  BOX_37 |
|  ====== |

|  IF ANY PERSON ON THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER MEETS |
|  ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: |
|  - PERSON IS AN RU MEMBER AND ETHNICITY DATA IS |
|  MISSING |
|  OR |
|  - PERSON IS FLAGGED AS A ´NEW STUDENT´ ASSOCIATED|
|  WITH THIS RU AND ETHNICITY DATA IS MISSING, |
|  CONTINUE WITH LOOP_13 |

|  OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX_38 |

LOOP_13

|  FOR EACH ELEMENT IN THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER, ASK |
|  RE98-END_LF13 |

|  LOOP DEFINITION: LOOP_13 COLLECTS ETHNICITY FOR |
|  RU MEMBERS AND NEW STUDENTS WHOSE ETHNICITY DATA |
|  IS MISSING. THIS LOOP CYCLES ON DU MEMBERS WHO |
|  MEET EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
PERSON IS AN RU MEMBER AND ETHNICITY DATA IS MISSING OR PERSON IS FLAGGED AS A ‘NEW STUDENT’ ASSOCIATED WITH THIS RU AND ETHNICITY DATA IS MISSING

RE98
====

(PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME)
SHOW CARD RE-1.
Do any of the groups on this card represent (PERSON)'s main national origin or ancestry?
YES .................................... 1
NO ..................................... 2 {END_LP13}
REF ................................... 7 {END_LP13}
DK ..................................... 8 {END_LP13}
PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF GROUPS LISTED ON CARD.

RE99
====

(PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME)
SHOW CARD RE-1.
Which group represents (PERSON)'s main national origin or ancestry?
IF RESPONDENT CANNOT CHOOSE ONE NATIONAL ORIGIN, PRESS F1 FOR APPROPRIATE PROBES.

PUERTO RICAN ........................... 1 {END_LP13}
CUBAN .................................. 2 {END_LP13}
MEXICAN, MEXICAN-AMERICAN, MEXICANO,
CHICANO ................................. 3 {END_LP13}
OTHER LATIN AMERICAN ................... 4
OTHER SPANISH .......................... 5
OTHER ..................................... 91 {END_LP13}
REF ................................... 7 {END_LP13}
DK ..................................... 8 {END_LP13}
[Code One]
ALSO PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF NATIONAL ORIGIN/ANCESTRY.

RE100
====

(PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME)
What country would that be?
IF NECESSARY, PROBE: Which country best represents (PERSON)'s main national origin or ancestry?
IF RESPONDENT CANNOT CHOOSE ONE COUNTRY, PRESS F1 FOR APPROPRIATE PROBES.

ARGENTINA ............................. 1 {END_LP13}
BOLIVIA ................................. 2 {END_LP13}
BRAZIL .................................. 3 {END_LP13}
CHILE ................................... 4 {END_LP13}
COLOMBIA ............................... 5 {END_LP13}
COSTA RICA ............................. 6 {END_LP13}
ECUADOR ................................. 7 {END_LP13}
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC .................... 8 {END_LP13}
EL SALVADOR ............................. 9 {END_LP13}
GUATEMALA .............................. 10 {END_LP13}
HONDURAS .............................. 11 {END_LP13}
NICARAGUA ............................. 12 {END_LP13}
PANAMA ................................ 13 {END_LP13}
PARAGUAY .............................. 14 {END_LP13}
PERU ................................ 15 {END_LP13}
PORTUGAL .............................. 16 {END_LP13}
URUGUAY ............................... 17 {END_LP13}
VENEZUELA ............................. 18 {END_LP13}
SPAIN ................................. 19 {END_LP13}
OTHER ................................. 91
REF ................................... -7 {END_LP13}
DK .................................... -8 {END_LP13}

[Code One]

RE100OV
=======

ENTER OTHER:
[Enter Other Specify] ..................
REF ................................... -7
DK .................................... -8

END_LP13
=======

----------------------------------
| CYCLE ON NEXT PERSON IN THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER |
| WHO MEETS THE CONDITIONS STATED IN THE LOOP |
| DEFINITION.                                    |
----------------------------------

| IF NO MORE PERSONS MEET THE STATED CONDITIONS, |
| END LOOP_13 AND CONTINUE WITH BOX_38          |
----------------------------------

BOX_38
======

----------------------------------
| IF ANY PERSON ON THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER MEETS |
| ANY OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:             |
| - PERSON IS AN RU MEMBER AND RACE DATA IS MISSING |
| OR                                           |
| - PERSON IS FLAGGED AS A 'NEW STUDENT' ASSOCIATED |
| WITH THIS RU AND RACE DATA IS Missing,       |
| CONTINUE WITH LOOP_14                        |
----------------------------------

| OTHERWISE, GO TO LOOP_15                    |
----------------------------------

LOOP_14
=======

----------------------------------
| FOR EACH ELEMENT IN THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER, ASK |
| RE101-END_LP14                                |
----------------------------------

| LOOP DEFINITION: LOOP_14 COLLECTS RACE DATA FOR |
| RU MEMBERS AND NEW STUDENTS WHOSE RACE DATA IS |
IS MISSING. THIS LOOP CYCLES ON DU MEMBERS WHO MEET EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:

- PERSON IS AN RU MEMBER AND RACE DATA IS MISSING
- OR
- PERSON IS FLAGGED AS A 'NEW STUDENT' ASSOCIATED WITH THIS RU AND RACE DATA IS MISSING,

RE101
=====

(PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME)
SHOW CARD RE-2.
Please look at this card and tell me the group which best describes (PERSON)'s racial background.
PROBE: Which group best represents (PERSON)'s race ...
IF RESPONDENT CANNOT CHOOSE ONE RACE, PRESS F1 FOR APPROPRIATE PROBES.

AMERICAN INDIAN ...................... 1
ALEUT, ESKIMO .......................... 2
ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER .......... 3
BLACK .................................. 4
WHITE .................................. 5
OTHER ................................... 91
REF .................................... -7
DK ...................................... -8

[Code One]
ALSO PRESS F1 FOR RACE DEFINITIONS.

RE102
=====

(PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME)
Enter code to specify 'OTHER' RACIAL BACKGROUND.
IF RESPONDENT CANNOT CHOOSE ONE RACE, PRESS F1 FOR APPROPRIATE PROBES.

AFRICAN AMERICAN ..................... 1
ASIAN INDIAN ........................... 2
CHINESE .................................. 3
FILIPINO .................................. 4
GUAMANIAN ................................ 5
HAWAIIAN .................................. 6
JAPANESE .................................. 7
KOREAN .................................... 8
SAMOAN .................................... 9
VIETNAMESE ............................... 10
OTHER ................................... 91
REF .................................... -7
DK ...................................... -8

[Code One]

RE102OV
=======

ENTER OTHER:

[Enter Other Specify] ..............
REF .................................... -7
DK ...................................... -8

END_LP14
CYCLE ON NEXT PERSON IN THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER
WHO MEETS THE CONDITIONS STATED IN THE LOOP
DEFINITION.

IF NO MORE PERSONS MEET THE STATED CONDITIONS,
END LOOP_14 AND CONTINUE WITH LOOP_15

LOOP_15

FOR EACH ELEMENT IN THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER, ASK
BOX_39-END_LP15

LOOP DEFINITION: LOOP_15 COLLECTS INFORMATION ON
EDUCATION LEVEL OF ALL RU MEMBERS AND NEW
STUDENTS. THIS LOOP CYCLES ON RU MEMBERS WHO
MEET EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- PERSON IS AN RU MEMBER (THAT IS, CURRENTLY ON
  THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER FOR THIS RU)
- OR
- PERSON IS FLAGGED AS A 'NEW STUDENT' ASSOCIATED
  WITH THIS RU

BOX_39

IF PERSON’S AGE <= 4 YEARS, CODE RE103 AS ‘0’
(NEVER ATTENDED SCHOOL/KINDERGARTEN ONLY)
AUTOMATICALLY BY CAPI, THEN GO TO END_LP15

OTHERWISE, CONTINUE WITH RE103

RE103

(PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME)
(As of December 31, 1999, what/What) is the highest grade or
year of regular school (PERSON) ever completed?
NEVER ATTENDED SCHOOL/KINDERGARTEN
ONLY ................................. 0
ELEMENTARY
  FIRST GRADE .......................... 1
  SECOND GRADE ........................ 2
  THIRD GRADE .......................... 3
  FOURTH GRADE ........................ 4
  FIFTH GRADE .......................... 5
  SIXTH GRADE .......................... 6
  SEVENTH GRADE ......................... 7
  EIGHTH GRADE ........................ 8
HIGH SCHOOL
NINTH GRADE ............................ 9
TENTH GRADE ............................ 10
ELEVENTH GRADE ........................ 11
TWELFTH GRADE (HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA) ... 12

COLLEGE
  FIRST YEAR ............................ 13
  SECOND YEAR ........................... 14
  THIRD YEAR ............................ 15
  FOURTH YEAR (BACHELOR’S DEGREE) ...... 16
  FIVE OR MORE YEARS (GRADUATE DEGREE) .. 17

REF ................................. -7
DK ................................. -8

[Code One]

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF REGULAR SCHOOL AND GRADE OR YEAR.

| DISPLAY 'What' IF NOT ROUND 5. DISPLAY 'As of December 31, 1999, what' IF ROUND 5. |
| IF CODED '0' (NEVER ATTENDED SCHOOL/KINDERGARTEN - '12' (TWELFTH GRADE (HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA)) AND PERSON = OR > 16, CONTINUE WITH RE104 |
| IF CODED '13' THROUGH '17' (COLLEGE LEVEL), '-7' (REFUSED), OR '-8' (DON'T KNOW), GO TO RE105 |
| OTHERWISE, GO TO END_LP15 |

RE104 ==

{PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME}
{{Do/Does/Did}/As of December 31, 1999 did}
(PERSON) have a high school diploma or
{{have/has/had}/had} (PERSON) passed the GED equivalency test?

HAVE HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA ............... 1 {END LP15}
PASSED GED ............................. 2 {END LP15}
NEITHER HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR GED .... 3 {END LP15}
REF ................................. -7 {END LP15}
DK ................................. -8 {END LP15}

[Code One]

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF ANSWER CATEGORIES.

| DISPLAY 'Do' AND 'have' IF PERSON IS RESPONDENT. |
| DISPLAY 'Does' AND 'has' IF PERSON IS NOT RESPONDENT AND LIVING. DISPLAY 'Did' AND 'had' IF PERSON IS DECEASED. |
| IF NOT ROUND 5, DISPLAY '(Do/Does/Did)'. IF ROUND 5, DISPLAY 'As of December 31, 1999, did'. |
| IF NOT ROUND 5, DISPLAY {have/has/had}. IF ROUND 5, DISPLAY 'had'. |
What is the highest educational degree (PERSON) obtained (as of December 31, 1999)?

- BACHELOR’S DEGREE ....................... 1
- MASTER’S DEGREE ........................ 2
- DOCTORATE DEGREE ....................... 3
- NO DEGREE ............................... 4
- OTHER ................................. 91
- REF .................................... -7
- DK .................................... -8

[Code One]
PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF ANSWER CATEGORIES.

DISPLAY ‘as of December 31, 1999’ IF ROUND 5.
OTHERWISE, USE NULL A DISPLAY.

IF RU TYPE IS STANDARD OR NEW (NOT A STUDENT RU) AND
IF ANY PERSON ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER MEETS BOTH OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- AGE 17-23, INCLUSIVE
- NOT CODED AS LIVING AWAY AT SCHOOL IN GRADES 1-12,
CONTINUE WITH RE106
OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX_41A

{(Is/Are)/As of December 31, 1999, (were/was)) (READ NAMES BELOW) attending school either part-time or full-time?
CODE ‘1’ (YES) IF ANY PERSON ATTENDING SCHOOL.
TO SCROLL, USE ARROW KEYS.
TO LEAVE BOX AND GO TO ENTRY FIELD, PRESS ESC.

[1. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
[2. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
[3. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
YES ..................................... 1
NO ...................................... 2 {BOX_41A}
REF .................................... -7 {BOX_41A}
DK ..................................... -8 {BOX_41A}
PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF PART-TIME/FULL-TIME.

DISPLAY '(Is/Are)' IF NOT ROUND 5. DISPLAY 'As of|
December 31, 1999, (were/was)' IF ROUND 5.

ROSTER DEFINITION: THIS ITEM DISPLAYS PERSONS ON|
THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEET ALL OF THE |
FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
| - AGE 17-23, INCLUSIVE |
| AND |
| - NOT CODED AS LIVING AWAY AT SCHOOL IN GRADES |
| 1-12 |

RE107
=====

Who (is/was) attending school either part-time or full-time |
(on December 31, 1999)?
TO TURN CHECK MARK ON/OFF, USE ARROW KEYS, PRESS ENTER.
TO LEAVE, PRESS ESC.

[1. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
[2. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
[3. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]

DISPLAY ‘is’ IF NOT ROUND 5. DISPLAY ‘was’ IF |
ROUND 5. DISPLAY ‘on December 31, 1999’ IF ROUND |
5. OTHERWISE, USE A NULL DISPLAY.

ROSTER DEFINITION: THIS ITEM DISPLAYS PERSONS ON |
THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER THAT MEET BOTH OF THE |
FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
| - AGE 17-23, INCLUSIVE |
| AND |
| - NOT CODED AS LIVING AWAY AT SCHOOL IN GRADES |
| 1-12 |

ROSTER BEHAVIOR SPECIFICATIONS:

1. INTERVIEWER MAY SELECT A PERSON(S) ALREADY |
LISTED ON THE ROSTER.
2. INTERVIEWER SHOULD NOT BE ABLE TO EDIT ANY |
OF THE NAMES.
3. INTERVIEWER SHOULD NOT BE ABLE TO ADD NEW |
PERSONS.
4. INTERVIEWER SHOULD NOT BE ABLE TO DELETE ANY PERSONS.

---

IF ANY RU MEMBERS MEET EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- SELECTED AT RE107
- CODED AS LIVING AWAY AT SCHOOL IN GRADES 1-12, CONTINUE WITH RE108

Otherwise, go to BOX_42

---

RE108

{[Earlier you mentioned (PERSON) was living away at school in grades 1-12.]} {Is/Was} (PERSON) attending school part-time or full-time?
1 = PART-TIME  2 = FULL-TIME

ROSTER. RU MEMBERS RE108_02. PART-TIME/FULL-TIME STATUS

1. First Name Middle Name Last [Enter Selection]
   Name-35
2. First Name Middle Name Last [Enter Selection]
   Name-35
3. First Name Middle Name Last [Enter Selection]
   Name-35

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF PART-TIME/FULL-TIME.

---

DISPLAY 'Is' IF NOT ROUND 5. DISPLAY 'Was' IF ROUND 5.

REFUSED AND DON'T KNOW ALLOWED.

---

ROSTER DEFINITION: THIS ITEM DISPLAYS PERSONS ON THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEET ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- PERSON IS ATTENDING SCHOOL PART-TIME OR FULL-TIME (I.E., SELECTED AT RE107)
- PERSON IS PREVIOUSLY CODED AS LIVING AWAY AT SCHOOL GRADES 1-12

---

DISPLAY '[Earlier you mentioned (PERSON) was living away at school in grades 1-12. ] IF PERSON BEING ASKED ABOUT IS CODED AS LIVING AWAY AT SCHOOL IN GRADES 1-12. OTHERWISE, USE NULL DISPLAY.
**MATRIX BEHAVIOR SPECIFICATIONS:**

1. Display persons who are age 17-23 (inclusive), attending school part-time or full-time (i.e., selected at RE107) first on the roster. Then display persons coded as living away at school grades 1-12.
2. Allow interviewer to use up and down arrow keys to move cursor among rows.
3. RU members column is protected. Cursor will not enter this column, so no changes are allowed to RU members at this screen.

---

**Box_42**

---

If at least one DU member was removed from the RU-Members-Roster this round and is flagged as a 'new student', continue with RE109.

---

Otherwise, go to Box_43.

---

**RE109**

We may conduct a separate interview with (read names below) so I will remove (read names below) from this form. To scroll, use arrow keys. To leave, press ESC.

[1. First Name, [Middle Name], Last Name-65]
[2. First Name, [Middle Name], Last Name-65]
[3. First Name, [Middle Name], Last Name-65]

Line through student names on household summary.

---

**Roster definition:** This item displays all persons in the DU-Members-Roster who meet the following conditions:
- Person was removed from the RU-Members-Roster this round
- Person is flagged as a ‘new student’

---

Note: In Rounds 1 and 2 question was worded, “We will conduct...”

---

**Loop_16**

---

For each element in DU-Members-Roster, ask RE110-END_LP16.
LOOP DEFINITION: LOOP_16 COLLECTS LOCATING ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER FOR EACH STUDENT RU. THIS LOOP CYCLES ON PERSONS WHO MEET BOTH OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- PERSON WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER THIS ROUND
AND
- PERSON IS FLAGGED AS A 'NEW STUDENT'

RE110
-----

(PERSON’S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME)
Please give me the address and telephone number where (PERSON) can be reached at school.
IF NO TELEPHONE, ENTER '000'.

STREET_ADDRESS1 (RE110_01): [_______________]
STREET_ADDRESS2 (RE110_02): [_______________]
CITY (RE110_03): [_______________]
STATE (RE110_04): [_______________]
ZIP_CODE (RE110_05): [_______________]
TELEPHONE (RE110_06): [_______________]

RECORD ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE ABOVE AND ON SPLIT/STUDENT MOVING FORM.

END_LP16
--------

CYCLE ON THE NEXT PERSON IN THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEETS THE CONDITIONS STATED IN THE LOOP DEFINITION.

IF NO MORE PERSONS MEET THE STATED CONDITIONS, END LOOP_16 AND CONTINUE WITH BOX_43

BOX_43
-----

IF ANY PERSON ON THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER MEETS EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- PERSON WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THE INTERVIEW WITH THIS RU AND IS FLAGGED AS ‘NON-MILITARY MOVER IN U.S.’ OR
- PERSON WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THE INTERVIEW WITH THIS RU AND IS FLAGGED AS ‘FULL-TIME MILITARY IN U.S. AND NOT ON MILITARY FACILITY’, CONTINUE WITH RE111

OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX_44

RE111
We may (also) conduct a separate interview with (READ NAMES BELOW) so I will remove (READ NAMES BELOW) from this form. TO SCROLL, USE ARROW KEYS. TO LEAVE, PRESS ESC.
[1. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
[2. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
[3. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
LINE THROUGH NAMES LISTED ABOVE ON HOUSEHOLD SUMMARY SHEET.

ROSTER DEFINITION: THIS ITEM DISPLAYS ALL PERSONS IN THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEET EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- PERSON WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THE INTERVIEW WITH THIS RU AND IS FLAGGED AS 'NON-MILITARY MOVER IN U.S.' OR
- PERSON WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THE INTERVIEW WITH THIS RU AND IS FLAGGED AS 'FULL-TIME MILITARY IN U.S. AND NOT ON MILITARY FACILITY',

LOOP_17

FOR EACH ELEMENT IN THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER, ASK RE111A-END_LP17

LOOP DEFINITION: LOOP_17 COLLECTS LOCATING INFORMATION FOR EACH PERSON WHO HAS LEFT THE RU AND MOVED TO ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD IN THE U.S. THIS LOOP CYCLES ON DU MEMBERS WHO MEET BOTH OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- PERSON NOT FLAGGED AS 'PROCESSED MOVER' AND
- PERSON WAS REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THE INTERVIEW WITH THIS RU AND EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
  - FLAGGED AS 'NON-MILITARY MOVER IN U.S.' OR
  - FLAGGED AS 'FULL-TIME MILITARY IN U.S. AND NOT ON MILITARY FACILITY'

RE111A

(PERSON’S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME)
Please give me the address and telephone number where (PERSON) has moved.
IF NO TELEPHONE, ENTER '000'.
STREET_ADDRESS1 (RE111A_1): [__________]
STREET_ADDRESS2 (RE111A_2): [__________]
CITY (RE111A_3): [__________]
STATE (RE111A_4): [__________]
ZIP CODE (RE111A_5): [__________]
TELEPHONE (RE111A_6): [__________]
RE111B

{PERSON’S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME}
IF KNOWN, CODE WITHOUT ASKING.
Is {PERSON) living with any of the following family members?
(READ NAMES BELOW)
TO SCROLL, USE ARROW KEYS.
TO LEAVE BOX AND GO TO ENTRY FIELD, PRESS ESC.
[1. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
[2. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
[3. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
YES ............................. 1
NO ................................. 2 {END_LP17}
REF ................................. -7 {END_LP17}
DK ................................. -8 {END_LP17}

RE112

{PERSON’S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME}
Who lives with {PERSON}?
TO TURN CHECK MARK ON/OFF, USE ARROW KEYS, PRESS ENTER.
TO LEAVE, PRESS ESC.

[1. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
[2. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
[3. First Name,[Middle Name],Last Name-65]
[Code All That Apply]

ROSTER DEFINITION: THIS ITEM DISPLAYS ALL PERSONS IN THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEET BOTH OF
THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- NOT FLAGGED AS ‘PROCESSED MOVER’
AND
- REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER DURING THE INTERVIEW WITH THIS RU
AND EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- FLAGGED AS ‘NON-MILITARY MOVER IN U.S.’
OR
- FLAGGED AS ‘FULL-TIME MILITARY IN U.S. AND NOT ON MILITARY FACILITY’

FLAG ALL SELECTED PERSONS AS ‘PROCESSED MOVER’.

END_LP17

CYCLE ON NEXT PERSON IN THE DU-MEMBERS-ROSTER WHO MEETS THE CONDITIONS STATED IN THE LOOP
DEFINITION.

IF NO MORE PERSONS MEET THE STATED CONDITIONS, END LOOP_17 AND CONTINUE WITH BOX_44A

THE PROGRAM DETERMINES THE ELIGIBILITY OF PERSONS WHO HAVE MOVED TO ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD IN THE U.S.
AND HAVE THEREFORE BEEN REMOVED FROM THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER FOR THE CURRENT CASE. THE ELIGIBILITY
OF SUCH PERSONS IS BASED ON WHETHER THEY ARE KEY AND/OR MOVED WITH A KEY PERSON. IF A PERSON WHO HAS MOVED TO A HOUSEHOLD WITHIN THE U.S. IS DETERMINED TO BE ELIGIBLE, THAT PERSON WILL BE INTERVIEWED AS PART OF A NEW RU.

IF NO PERSONS ARE ELIGIBLE AS PART OF THIS RU FOR THE SURVEY THIS ROUND (THAT IS, IF THE RU-MEMBERS-ROSTER IS EMPTY), EXIT INTERVIEW.
The Household Summary Specifications are now part of the Face Sheet and will no longer be included in the Consolidated binders.